
Launch into summer with solutions that offer:

■   Flexible implementation options for a 
shortened summer schedule

■   Targeted learning pathways that pinpoint 
each student’s unique needs

■   Engaging and rewarding learning 
experiences to keep motivation high

■  �Differentiated�curriculum to support 
scaffolded learning and remediation

■   Real-time data and reporting to help inform 
instructional decisions

Enhance and expand your summer learning options  
Using the summer months for enrichment and academic recovery is proven to work, but how do 
you do it well? Edmentum offers high-quality online programs and services so students can catch up, 
get ahead, and accelerate to success.

NWEA�concluded�
it�would�take�
approximately three 
years�for�students�to�
recover�from�pandemic�
learning�disruptions.

ACCELERATE
Learning This Summer

Longitudinal�studies�
indicate�that�the�effects�
of�summer�learning�
programs�endure�for�
at least two years after 
participation.

A�national�study�shows�
attendance�rates�are�higher�
and�chronic�absenteeism�
is�less�prevalent�among�
students�that�attend�
summer�school.
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Source: NWEA, Horizons National Summer Enrichment Program, and National Summer Learning Association
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Master�Grade-Level�Standards
Sharpen standards mastery with Study Island practice and assessment tools to help K–12th 
grade students meet grade-level proficiency or prepare for the year ahead.

Scale�Your�Intervention�Program�and�Supercharge�Growth�
Meet each student where they’re ready to learn with Exact Path’s assessment-driven 
direct instruction for K–12.

Expand�Course�Options�and�Recover�Credits
Keep students on track with Edmentum Courseware’s or Apex Courses’ engaging, 
standards aligned digital curriculum for grades 6–12.

Set�Strong�Foundations�for�Reading�Success
Build literacy skills and ensure that students read proficiently using Reading Eggs’ dynamic 
learn-to-read program for pre-K–6th grade students based on the five pillars of reading.

Offer�In-District�Virtual�Instruction�and�Tutoring��
Provide virtual learning opportunities by integrating Edmentum’s instructional services through 
our fully accredited virtual school, EdOptions Academy. Address a teacher vacancy, launch a 
complete virtual program, or extend learning with virtual tutoring.

Accelerate�to�Course�Readiness
Introduce modular curriculum that accelerates student understanding and avoids the 
need for credit recovery with Apex Tutorials aligned to 6-12 courses, EOCs, and college 
readiness assessments.


